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Creative Maths is a social enterprise that creates and 
shares innovative resources. Profits are put back into 
developing more excellent resources for you to use.  

Creative Maths Impact to 2018: 
Videos 

Helping people understand statistics with over five 
million views and 45,000 subscribers of 50+ videos. 

Online resources 
Supporting statistics learning with resources for a 
thousand teachers and 40,000 students.  

Dr Nic’s Maths and Stats Blog 
Helping people improve teaching in mathematics and 
statistics through 1.2 million blog-post reads.  

Rich Maths events 
Encouraging hundreds of children to see 
themselves as mathematicians. 

Professional development 
Empowering hundreds of teachers to teach 
mathematics with over a hundred free workshops. 

Newsletter 
Providing thousands of people great ideas and links to 
useful resources. Join via CreativeMaths.net/subscribe 

Contact us: 
Contact us at info@CreativeMaths.net 
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This booklet provides a range of learning opportunities 
for Year 5-8 students (ages 9-13). 
Additional resources for all levels: 

CreativeMaths.net/resources 
Years 1-4: Sorting, counting and addition activities.  
High school: Statistics and problem-solving lessons. 
 

Other Products – see Shop.CreativeMaths.net 
Multy Facty Game 

 

Cat Maths 
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Features of Dragonistics Cards 
Fictional population – two species of dragons 
Dragonistics data cards are a mathematics teaching 
resource with data on 240 unique dragons: 
• Species: Red or Green. 
• Gender: Male or Female. 
• Behaviour: Friendly, Moody or Dangerous. 
• Breath: Fire, Acid, Ice or No dangerous breath. 
• Height: Between 1m and 9m.  
• Strength: Between 1 and 8 shields. 
• Age: The oldest dragon is over 500 years old. 

  
Pania is a female green 
dragon. She is moody with 
no dangerous breath, 
3m tall, strength 5, and 
270 years old. 

Heath is a male red dragon. 
He is dangerous with acid 
breath, 4m tall, strength 2, 
and 117 years old. 

Things to discover 
There are many facts to discover about different groups 
of dragons. Some are absolute – dangerous dragons do 
not breathe ice. Others are tendencies – green dragons 
tend to be taller than red dragons. Not all attributes are 
related – but which ones are? 

Attribute and value cards 
Attribute cards and value cards complement the dragon 
cards and provide wonderful learning opportunities.  
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Curriculum Areas 
Statistics 
Dragonistics data cards are ideal for 
teaching and learning statistics. 
Lessons have stories to motivate the 
need for analysis, supported by 
comprehensive teacher notes. 
Statistical analysis develops 
statistical thinking and mathematical 
skills such as number sense. Graphs 
and tables can be formed using 

dragon cards to explore relationships within the dataset. 
They provide an opportunity to notice and wonder about 
properties of the population and relationships. 
Lesson: Dr Nic’s Dangerous Dragon (p13) 

Probability 
Students can develop an intuitive sense of probability 
through the Small Group Games (p10). Sets of dragon 
cards allow opportunities to explore probability and how 
it relates to frequency. Rich Task: Dragon Teams (p15) 

Comparison relationships 
Dragonistics helps embed the concepts of greater-than 
and less-than. Height and strength provide visual cues. 
Age provides three-digit comparison. Language fluency 
is also important: taller/shorter, 
stronger/weaker, older/younger.  
Comparison Boards (p8), Battle (p10) 

Problem solving 
Often problem solving provides an 
opportunity to build fluency in another 
skill. Boulder Pushing (p9) presents the 
problem of forming dragon teams while 
practicing addition. 
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Introducing the Dragon Cards 
My dragon 
Each student has one dragon card. They 
discuss what the different things on their 
card might mean.  
The students each introduce their dragon, stating one 
thing about their dragon. “This is Sasha. She is moody.” 
Ask questions like:  

• Who has a dragon that breathes acid? 
• Who thinks they have the tallest dragon? 
• Who can tell me how old their dragon is? 

What is the same? 
Give each child two cards. Ask them to find  
something the same about their dragons.  
It is fine to choose things such as “they both have tails.” 
Students tell their neighbour one thing the same and 
one different about their dragons. “Both dragons are 
female. They have different dangerous breaths.” 

Introducing the Value Cards 
Value cards have three types: single attribute such as 
Breathes Fire, attribute pair such  
as Red Female, and attribute  
range such as Medium Height. 

Learning the names for the values 
Spread out the value cards face up on a table. Explain, 
“There are 29 value cards. ‘Value cards’ give the 
different values the dragon cards can take.”  
With the value cards in a face down pile give each 
student one dragon card. Turn over the value cards one 
at a time, show and read the card. If needed, explain 
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what it means. Each student then looks at their dragon 
card and decides if their dragon has that value or not. If 
it does, they hold up the card to show the group.   

Who Has the Most…? (game)  
Give each player the same number of dragon cards. 
Turn over a value card. Each player counts how many of 
their dragon cards have that value. The player with the 
most of that value gets the value card.  

Introducing the Attribute Cards 
Formations (game)  
Give each student five dragon  
cards. Turn over and call out  
an attribute card. Students put  
their cards in piles or order  
them based on the attribute.  
For gender each student puts females in one pile and 
males in another. For age students order their dragons 
so they get progressively older or younger.  
Repeat with another attribute card once all students are 
done. Occasionally hand out extra dragon cards, so 
students have more cards to organise. 

Finding dragon partners 
Give each student a dragon  
card. Lay out a number of  
dragon cards face up in the  
middle. Turn over an attribute card. 
The students find a dragon card in the middle that 
matches their dragon based on the attribute card. The 
Species attribute card means both are red dragons or 
both are green dragons. Some attributes are harder to 
match and there may be no match.  
  

Attribute cards can be 
difficult to understand. 
You may wish to use 
just the dragon and 
value cards at first. 
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Activity: Comparison Boards  
Dragon cards are placed to make all statements correct. 
Comparison boards encourage perseverance and 
reasoning, important mathematical habits of mind.  
The activity is easier with more dragon cards to choose 
from. A board can be impossible for some sets of cards. 
Working out why is an excellent rich task. 

 
Boards are available at CreativeMaths.net/resources   
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Activity: Boulder Pushing 
The dragons need to be given jobs or they play online 
games all day, which puts them in a bad mood.  
Teams of dragons help push boulders. The sum of their 
strengths must exactly match the boulder weight. Too 
little strength and the boulder won’t move. Too much 
and it goes flying! Form teams to push all boulders. 

 
Boulder pushing sheets can be downloaded from 
CreativeMaths.net/resources   
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Small Group Game: Battle 
Collect the most cards in a dragon-on-dragon battle. 
Equipment  

• Any 48 dragon cards (or more for 5+ players).  
Preparation 
Shuffle the cards and deal them out evenly face down. 
Discard any leftovers. Players do not look at their cards.  
Game play 
Players look at their top card. The Caller decides the 
battle: Age, Height, Strength, Behaviour or Breath.  
Winning a battle: 
For Age the oldest dragon wins. For Height the tallest 
dragon wins. For Strength the strongest dragon wins. 

For Breath:  beats  beats  beats .  

For Behaviour:  beats  beats .  

The winner collects all cards played plus any jackpot and 
puts them aside for scoring.   
With no clear winner, the played cards are left in the 
middle to jackpot. Play continues to the left. 
Ending the game 
The game ends when all the cards have been played. 
Any jackpot cards not won are discarded. The player 
with the most collected cards wins. 
 
 
 
 
 

Battle on strength – Janna wins!  
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Small Group Game: Matches 
Collect four attribute cards from the middle or others.  
Equipment  

• Any 48 dragon cards. 
• 10 attribute cards: Age (Century), Behaviour, Breath, 

Breath & Behaviour, Species, Gender, Gender & Species, 
Height, Horns, Strength. 

Preparation 
Place the attribute cards spread out face up in the 
middle. Shuffle the dragon cards and place them in a 
face down pile. 
Game play 
The player turns over two dragon cards looking for the 
attributes they have in common. Choose ONE attribute 
card that matches. Take that card placing it face up in 
front of you. You may take an attribute card from the 
middle or from another player.  
Set the two dragon cards free  
to the discard pile. Play continues  
to the left.  
Shuffle and reuse the dragon  
cards as needed. 
Matches 
For Breath & Behaviour and  
Gender & Species both attributes  
must match. For Age (Century)  
the century of the age must  
match. Ages 212 and 263 match  
age century. Other attributes  
must match exactly. 
Ending the game 
The first player to four attribute  
cards wins (or five attribute cards  
for two players).  Could take the Gender 

or Age (Century) cards.  
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Small Group Game: Dragon Parks  
Be the first to place all of your dragons in dragon parks. 
Equipment  

• Any 48 dragon cards (or more for 5+ players).  
• All value cards. 

Preparation 
Deal nine dragon cards to each player. Place the rest 
face down in the ‘wild’ pile.  Players spread out their 
dragon cards face up in front of them. Shuffle the value 
cards and place them in a face down pile.  
Game play 
Turn over the top value card and read it out. This tells 
the type of dragon that a dragon park is looking for. All 
players look at their dragons and choose ONE with a 
matching value. These dragons go to the face up 
‘dragon park’ pile. Players with no matching cards must 
take another dragon from the ‘wild’ pile, unless there 
are not enough wild dragons to go around evenly.  
Shuffle and reuse the value cards as needed. The ‘wild’ 
pile is no longer used once it is empty. 
Ending the game 
The first player to place all of their dragons in dragon 
parks wins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A dragon park wants short dragons – it takes Nehru and Hone.  
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Lesson: Dr Nic’s Dangerous Dragon 
Sorting and organising dragon cards makes it possible to 
uncover information about them.  

Equipment 
• 15 to 30 dragon cards for each group 

Story 
Dr Nic wants a dangerous dragon. The dragon trader will 
not tell her which dragons are dangerous.  
Is she better to get a green dragon or a red dragon? 

Activity 
Hand out 15-30 dragon cards to each group. Read out 
the story. The students investigate their set of dragons. 
Notice and wonder 
The students look at their set of dragons. Ask them what 
they notice about the dragons and what they wonder. 
Encourage a wide range of noticing and wondering. 
Tell the students: 

I notice that there seem to be more dangerous  
red dragons. 
I wonder whether red dragons are more likely  
to be dangerous than green dragons. 

Ask if anyone thinks this might be true and what 
evidence there is. Explaining what could have caused it 
(red dragons live in more hostile places) is useful but 
not evidence that the statement is correct. Have the 
students investigate their dragons to find evidence for or 
against the statement. 
Let the students investigate in their own way. Give them 
time to work on their own for a while. Ask about what 
they have found and what evidence they have. 
Encourage them to justify their thinking. Remind them 
of Dr Nic’s question. 
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Results 
Have the students share what they found and  
convince everyone else of their findings based on the 
evidence they recorded. Different sets of dragons will 
provide different evidence and will lead to different 
conclusions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comparing graphs of behaviour. 
Ask: “Dr Nic wants a dangerous dragon, is she  
better to get a green dragon or a red dragon?” 

Claims 
The lesson can be extended or repeated with different 
claims. One option is to have a number of different 
claims and let students decide which ones to investigate. 
Possible claims 
• There are more green dragons than red dragons. 
• Dragons younger than 200 years old are more 

common than dragons older than 200 years old. 
• Fire breathing dragons are mainly female. 
• There are no fire breathing, dangerous green 

dragons. 
• Red dragons are mostly shorter than green dragons. 
• Changeable dragons are taller than friendly dragons. 
• Female dragons live longer. 
• Tall dragons are weaker than short dragons. 
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Rich Task: Dragon Teams  
Explore possible facts about dragon teams of two. 

Equipment 
• 20 to 30 dragon cards for each group 

Story 
A dragon team trainer makes teams of 
two dragons to work together. The teams 
are allocated randomly. She noticed some 
interesting things about the teams. She 
wonders if they are true about other 
dragons too. 

Activity 
Hand out 20-30 dragons to each group. Groups can form 
random teams by picking two cards without looking. 
Here are some things the dragon team trainer found. 
Are they true for your dragons? What other things do 
you notice about your teams of two dragons? 
1. The strongest team she can possibly get is 

15 shields. 
2. The weakest team is 4 shields. 
3. Teams of two red dragons are much stronger than 

teams of two green dragons. 
4. Teams of two male dragons are nearly always 

weaker than teams of two female dragons. 
5. The teams of two dragons she forms nearly always 

have a combined strength of between 7 and 11.  
6. When she pairs up a red dragon and a green 

dragon, there is usually a height difference of 
2 metres or more. 

Let the groups choose what to explore and how to 
investigate. Ask them to record their findings. 
Have the groups share their findings and how they went 
about their investigations. 
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Videos and Resources 
Creative Maths provides free videos, lesson plans and 
other resources for busy teachers.  

Videos of activities 
• Teacher led (Year 5-8) CreativeMaths.net/dmt 
• Individual/group (Year 5-8) CreativeMaths.net/dmi 

Online Resources 
Available at: CreativeMaths.net/resources 
Lesson plans 
• Dragon documentary (Year 5-8) 
• Category data (Year 6-7) 
• Breath probability (Year 6-7) 
• Whole number data (Year 7-8) 

Activities 
• Dragon bingo (all ages) 
• Comparison boards (Year 5-8) 
• Gender-Behaviour (Year 6-8) 

Mathematics rich tasks 
• Odd one out (Year 5-8) 
• Designing dragon shelters (Year 5-8) 
• Stocking a dragon park (Year 7-8) 
• Developing dragon card games (Year 5-8) 

Active maths activities 
• Running bingo (all ages) 
• Find the gap (Year 5-8) 

 

High School Sampling Lessons 
• Sampling estimates (Year 9-10) 
• Sampling variation (Year 9-10) 
• Comparing difference (Year 9-10) 
• Types of sampling (Year 11-13) 




